
 

Turkey- Bodrum 

4 days-3nights 

 

Hotel Name Location Rate/person in a twin room 

Ambrosia Hotel 4*- HB Bitez bay 600$ 

Crystal Hotel 4*- AI Gumusluk 615$ 

Bitez Garden Life 4*dlx- AI Bitez Bay 655$ 

Mandalinci Hotel 4*-  AI Tergutreis 655$ 

Salamakis Resort 4*+ -HB. SV Bodrum Bay 680$ 

Kadikale Resort 5*- AI. SV Turgutreis 750$ 

Royal Asarlik Beach hotel 5*-UAI Gumbet 750$ 

Diamond of Bodrum 5* AI.SV Bodrum Bay 770$ 

 

Rate includes: 
 Round trip ticket on economy class on Turkish Airlines 
 Round trip transfers (airport/hotel/airport) 
 Accommodation for three nights in the selected hotel  
 Meals as specified above 

 
Rate excludes: 
 Airport taxes at 220$ subject to changes 
 Travel insurance at 15$ 
 Personal expenses 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Area information: 
 
Turgutreis 
With its extensive beaches, marina, marketplace and gentle breezes, Turgutreis, the largest bay on the 
Bodrum peninsula, has become a recent favorite with vacationers. All along the shore, from one end to 
the other, no matter where you stand, no matter where you look from, you will feel that you are in a 
place where the sunset is always beautiful.  
 Bodrum is actually a series of different 'cove-villages' large and small spread over an enormous 
peninsula. All of them attract people, promising different things. 
 The largest of these 'cove-villages', Turgutreis, is a fast-growing coastal town. A tiny village on a narrow, 
dirt road just ten years ago, nobody gave it a second look. Today it is a hub of tourism, an alternative to 
Bodrum itself.  
With its endless beaches, its own unique street of bars, and its Marina, as well as an enormous open air 
market, giant supermarkets, a covered bazaar where you can find anything and everything, and a 
sizeable and dynamic population, it has recently become a favorite with those for whom 'vacation' is 
synonymous with Bodrum 
 
Gumbet 
Although almost joint to Bodrum itself, Gumbet is fast becoming a self-contained resort. Some of the most 
popular hotels in the region are to be found in and around Gumbet Bay.  
The sandy beach, a Mecca for sun worshippers, is within easy walking distance of the town and most 
hotels, making Gumbet a favorite spot for families with children. Cafes and bars are scattered along the 
beach, and there are plenty of fun water sports for the young and the young at heart.  
Gumbet's night life is second to none, several air-conditioned and sound proofed discos and a multitude 
of pubs and bars boasting the cheapest beer to be found on the peninsula.  
 
Gumusluk 
The peaceful village of Gumusluk is one of the oldest settlements on the Bodrum peninsula. It stands on 
the site of the ancient Carian city of Myndus whose seafront sections slid into the sea in some long-
forgotten earthquake. Today these remains are a magnet for snorkelers, in 2006 one hundred 
archaeologists descended on Gumusluk to start excavating the land, so far they have uncovered further 
walls and mosaics.  
Today Gumusluk retains a small-scale, relaxed and magical atmosphere thanks to strictly enforced 
building prohibitions, designed to protect the ancient site. The charming flower-bedecked houses follow 
the curve of a small and pretty bay. Gumusluk is the perfect antidote for modern-day living, it’s a great 
place to unwind in an idyllic setting. The wonderful shelter of the bay provides a natural harbor for 
yachts and local fishing boats, the waterfront restaurants enjoy a reputation for excellent fresh fish 
amongst the Turks as far away as Istanbul. Gumusluk is famed amongst many famous Turkish actors, 
artists and musicians who frequent the bay during the summer months.  
Rabbit Island separates the two well-sheltered bays of Gumusluk and is accessible by a partially sunken 
causeway. The Island offers a magnificent panorama of the bay, a glimpse of the famous rabbits 
scurrying around and for those of you feeling more adventurous, great rock jumping from the many rock 
formations! 
 
Bitez Bay 
Bitez Bay is about 9km from Bodrum, and this cove has a long sandy beach, which is topped up at 
beginning of each season, and is fronted by a calm bay which makes it ideal for water sports. This resort 
area is one of the most mature ones on the peninsula, so it’s had time to get past its development phase. 
It’s also known as one of the best maintained areas, with greenery and olive trees, as well as citrus 
groves. 

http://www.turkuaz-guide.net/bodrum.html�
http://www.bodrumpeninsulatravelguide.co.uk/?p=10840�

